
BARRIO MANOUCHE’S NEW SINGLE “EL JOVEN” IS NOW AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE  

Barrio Manouche, San Francisco Bay Area’s eclectic flamenco jazz fusion septet, brings “El Joven” its newest single! 
It’s an addictive wild ride of Gypsy Jazz, Latin, Rock, Big Band with flamenco dance and it sounds massive.  

Written and composed by Barrio’s own Javi Jiménez, and recorded with the most prominent big band in the Bay Area, 
Electric Squeezebox Orchestra, this is Barrio Manouche’s debut collaboration with ONErpm and it has a massive, 

addicting sound. 

Barrio Manouche was streamed in 55 countries and has played over 70 concerts in 2018 alone and is now booked for 
the Monterey Jazz Festival in 2019 and the Stern Grove Fest Summer 2019. 

They regularly sell out venues of over 500 capacity and opened for the renown La Santa Cecilia at the UC Theater, 
DeVotchka at the Great American Music Hall and La Dame Blanche at the Chapel.  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The San Francisco-based acoustic ensemble performs a repertoire of original compositions with an emotionally 
charged sound that is difficult to classify yet instantly recognizable. The group’s international roots shine brightly in 

their music with members from Spain, Quebec, France, Brazil and California and is deeply influenced by a wide range of 
musical traditions. 

  
Barrio Manouche has been recognized for its surprise concerts, innovative style, complex technique, and its passion 

for musical improvisations. 
  

With latest collaborations including French Flamenco dancer Fanny Ara, African sacred dance Brazilian dancer Emaye 
Ama Mizani, as well as Colombian singer Iván Rondón, Barrio Manouche plays what is perhaps the truest definition of 

World Music. 
  

Barrio Manouche is taking their audience on a magical journey, with a unique fusion of cultures and musical 
backgrounds, an auditory and visual feast like no other.  

  
“Barrio Manouche makes magical acoustic music mashed together from all corners of the globe — a new form of 

Americana, if you will, where flamenco guitar drifts above Brazilian beats, clashing with Gypsy-jazz melodies. It could 
very well qualify as Americana in another decade or two. Or maybe its rich, gorgeous blend of acoustic Latin-French 

jazz will always remain distinctly Barrio Manouche.”  
— Aaron Carnes
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Stream and download “El Joven”: https://onerpm.lnk.to/ElJoven 

Personnel: 

Javi Jiménez - guitar and vocals 
Alex Zelnick - guitar 

Luis Jiménez - cajón and percussions 
Marcos Rodriguez - percussions 

Gary Johnson - bass 
Cyril Guiraud - tenor sax 

Magali Sanscartier - violin and vocals 
Fanny Ara - dance, palmas and vocals 

Erik Jekabson - trumpet 
Darren Johnston - trumpet 

Erik Andrews - trumpet 
Rich Lee - bass trombone 

Rob Ewing - trombone 
Jeff Cressman - trombone 

Charles Gurke - bariton sax 
Kasey Knudsen - alto sax 

Mary Fettig - alto sax 

Composed by Javi Jimenez 
Horns arrangement by Erik Jekabson 

Produced by doubleOone, Juan Manuel Caipo and Barrio Manouche 
Engineered  by Gabriel Sheppard, Nino Moschella and Juan Manuel Caipo 

Mixed by Juan Manuel Caipo, Cyril Guiraud and Javi Jimenez 
Mastered by Steve Berson 

Distributed by ONE rpm 
Single Artwork by Charline Formenty, Emeline Lannois and Frederic Aube 

Video created and directed by Charline Formenty  
Dance part created and performed by Fanny Ara 

www.doubleoone.com/label 
www.barriomanouche.com 

www.facebook.com/barriomanouche/ 
www.instagram.com/barriomanouche/ 

http://bit.ly/BarrioTv 
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